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Fisica matematica. — On control theory and its applications to certain 

problems for Lagrangian systems. On hyper-impulsive motions for these. III. 

Strengthening of the characterizations performed in parts I and II, for Lagrangian 

systems. An invariance property.?) Nota(**) del Corrisp. A L D O BRESSAN. 

ABSTRACT. — In [1] I and II various equivalence theorems are proved; e.g. an ODE 
(£)z = F(t,z,u,u) (€Rm) with a scalar control u = u(-) is linear w.r.t. û iff (a) its solution 
z(u,-) with given initial conditions (chosen arbitrarily) is continuous w.r.t. u in a certain 
sense, or iff (0) z(u, •) satisfies certain conditions by which lst-order discontinuities of u and ù 
can be treated satisfactorily. 

In the case when, for z = (q, p) equation (£) is a semi-Hamiltonian system — equivalent 
to a system of Lagrangian equations of a general type —, the importance or compulsory 
character in many situations, of the conditions hinted at in (a) and (0), have received some 
intuitive justifications in [1] II. In the present paper some of these are replaced by theorems 
and thus the importance of the above linearity is strengthened. E.g. this linearity is shown, 
roughly speaking, to follow from the continuity (in the afore-mentioned sense) of the func
tion u H- q(u, •) alone. 

In the above semi-Hamiltonian case, the linearity of equation (£) w.r.t. u is also proved 
to be invariant under certain transformations of Lagrangian co-ordinates. 

KEY WORDS: Lagrangian systems; Feed back theory. 

RIASSUNTO. — Sulla teoria dei controlli e le sue applicazioni a certi problemi per sistemi 
Lagrangiani. III. Rafforzamento delle caratterizzazioni effettuate nelle parti I e II, per sistemi 
Lagrangiani. Una proprietà d'invarianza. In [1] I and II si dimostrano vari teoremi di 
equivalenza; per es., un'equazione differenziale ordinaria (8) z = F(t, z, u,ù) (€Rm) contenente 
un controllo scalare u = u ( • ), è lineare in ù se e solo se (a) la soluzione z (u, • ) di (8) con date 
condizioni iniziali (scelte ad arbitrio) è continua rispetto ad u in un certo senso, oppure se e 
solo se (]S) z(uj-) verifica certe condizioni che permettono di trattare soddisfacentemente i casi 
di discontinuità di prima specie per u e û . 

Nel caso che per z = (q, p) la (8) sia un sistema semi-Hamiltoniano — equivalente ad un 
sistema di equazioni di Lagrange di tipo generale —, l'importanza e magari Pirrinunciabilità 
in molte situazioni, delle condizioni accennate in (a) e (13) è motivata, in [1] II, con considera
zioni intuitive. Nel presente lavoro, alcune di esse sono sostituite con teoremi rafforzando 
così l'importanza della suaccennata linearità. Per es., grosso modo, si dimostra che questa 
segue dalla continuità della sola u h- q (u, • ) nel senso suaccennato. 

Nel caso semi-Hamiltoniano suddetto, si dimostra pure un teorema di invarianza della 
linearità della (8) in ù, rispetto a certe trasformazioni di co-ordinate Lagrangiane. 

(*) The present work has been performed within the activity sphere of group 3 of the 
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, in the year 1987. 

(**) Presentata nella seduta del 20 novembre 1987. 
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N 12 Introduction to Part III. 
The linearity w.r.t. (with respect to) û of the ODE (l.l)i with the scalar control 

u is shown in Part. I — i.e. [1] I — to be equivalent to e.g. the C°-controllability of 
the (functional) parameter u in (l.l)i, which roughly speaking means that the (local) 
O-solution z(u, •) of Cauchy problem (1.1) for any admissible O-choice of u = u(-) 
is a continuous function of u, when the (appropriate) sup norms II • Il 0 are used for 
both u(-) and z(u, •). This continuity condition is generally regarded as important 
and even compulsory in many situations, which implies the importance of the 
linearity of equation (l.l)i w.r.t. u. 

Results such as the above equivalence are applied in Part II to the SHE (i.e. 
semi-Hamiltonian equation) (11.6), which describes dynamically the Lagrangian 
system L ^ obtained from E by identifying its M-tuple y of co-ordinates (in x = (q> 7) 
with any (admissible) control 7(t) = 7[u(t)], where 7(-) € C3 while u(-) € C1, and by 
implementing the kinematic relation 7 = 7(t) as the addition of M frictionless con
straints. By (11.2-4) 

N M 

(12.1) ph = ph(t,q,q,7,7) = 3 T / a q h = L a h k q k + B h + c ÇA h , N + r (7 = T W = T[u(t)]) 

so that, at least at first sight, it may appear excessive to require the whole afore
mentioned continuity of z(u,•) = (q(u,•), p(u,•)) w.r.t. u = u ( - ) . Only the one of 
q(u, •) may seem reasonable. E.g. in case llua( • )llo ~* 0 while llûa( • )llo keeps ^ 1 for 
a->0 + , it seems natural to expect that condition (i) llq(ua, •) — q(0, - )llo —̂  0 should 
be violated — which generally occurs — and that, consequently, by (12.1) condition 
(ii) lip(ua(•)>•) — p(0,-)llo -> 0 might also be violated. Therefore some intuitive 
reasons for requiring the above continuity for u h p (u, • ) are given in Part II — see 
ftn. 2 in N8 and ftn. 3 in N9. 

In the present paper, e.g., those reasons are replaced by rigorous reasonings in 
that Theor. 14.1 asserts, roughly speaking, a result slightly stronger than the follow
ing one: the above continuity of u h-q(u, •) — i.e. the C°-semicont roll ability of 
the parameter u in the SHE (11.6) with 7 = 7(u) — is sufficient for the linearity 
w.r.t. û of the same equation. Among other things this implies the above continuity 
for u K p (u, • ), so that the importance of e.g. the afore-mentioned equivalence result 
obtained in Part II, is strengthened. Here other results of Part II are strengthened in 
the same way. Among them let us mention those on BVC°-controllability and 
1-dimensional BVC°- or C°-controllability, and especially Theors. 9.1 and 10.2 on 
fitness for jumps and 1-dimensional fitness for jumps respectively. For instance here 
the condition of 1-dimensional semifitness for jumps of the paremeter 7 in the SHE 
(11.6), which is weaker than the one of 1-dimensional fitness for jumps, is proved to 
imply this fitness via the linearity of (11.6) w.r.t. 7. 

Note that the result above is based on Theor. 15.1, which belongs to the theory 
of hyper-impulsive motions and takes a suitable requirement of continuity for jumps 
into account; and therefore its proof has some features in common with the one of 
Theor. 14.1, which belongs to control theory; however the two proofs have this im-
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portant difference. The second involves a family ua ( • ) of oscillating O-controls, 
which tend in the sup norm to a linear control, while the former involves a family 
Urj ( • ) of continuous controls which are non-oscillating, (only) piecewise C1, capable 
of simulating a jump j , and tending to a constant control when j -* 0. 

In connection with the SHE (11.6), it is natural to prove the invariance of 
C°-semicontrollability under certain transformations — see (13.2) — of the 
Lagrangian co-ordinates of E [Theor. 13.1]. This implies — see Corollary 14.4 — the 
invariance under the same transformations of the linearity of (11.6) w.r.t. y A1). 

N 13 C°- and BVC°-semicontrollability for semi-Hamiltonian equation, their in
variance under a certain group G of coordinate transformations. 

Let us consider the (2N-dimensional) SHE (i.e semi-Hamiltonian equation) 
(11.6) with 7 = 7(u) — see (8.2) —, for any (admissible) choice of 7(-) € C3. It is not 
restrictive to identify it with (2.2)i for z = (q,p), so that m = 2N; hence it is 
equivalent to (2.3)i for x = (t,u,q,p), whence n = 2 + 2N — see (2.1). 

Furthermore consider Cauchy problem (2.2) for z = (q, p). By (2.4) it is 
equivalent to problem (2.3) for x = (t, ù, p, q) where, for some compact segments A 
and A' in R, t€A, u = u(-)^C1(A, A'), and û = u(t). The C-solution x(u,-) of 
(2.3) in A, if it exists, has the form 

(13.1) x(t) • x(u,t) • (Xl(t),...,xn(t)) s (t,u(t),q' (t),p(t)). 

Hence it contains the C^solution z (u, • ) = (q (u, • ), p (u, • )) = (q ( • ), p ( • )) in A of 
problem (2.2), and it is also determined by z (u, • ) . 

Def 13.1 [13.2] - Assume that the ODE (2.2)i, with z = (q,p) is the SHE (11.6) 
with 7 = 7(u) (as above). Then I say that the (functional scalar) parameter u in it is 
C0-[BVC0-}-semicontrollable} if [if for some b > 0,] for all t, û, z, v, A, A', and % 
conditions (ai) to (zi) in Def 2.1 [and fa) in Def 2.2] imply that 

(&) q(u, • ) is a continuous function of M = u( • ) when the sup norm II • Ho is used on 
both C1 (A, A' ) lfor u and C1

 (A, RN) for q (u, • ) (2). 
Now remember that equations (11.6) for the Lagrangian system Ly are express

ed in terms of E's hinetic energy - see (11.1) - and the components QCR of the ap
plied forces for the Lagrangian system D, referred to the (system of) 91 = N + M 
co-ordinates x = (q, 7) = (q1, •••> qN> T1» •••> 7M). 

Def 13.3 [13.4] - / shall say that the (M-dimensional functional) parameter 7 in 
the SHE (11.6) is Udimensionally C0-£BVC°]-semicontrollable if for every (admissible) 
Ç?-path 7 : Q -» RM where Q(ClR) is a bounded segment, the substitution 7 = 7(u) (and 

(1) Among other things, Corollary 14.3 allow the author to simplify considerably his 
original proof of one among the main theorems in [2] — see ftn. 4. 

(2) Strictly speaking, Def. 13.1 [13.2] defines weak C°- \BYC°-]semicontrollability — see 
ftns. 2 and 8 in Part. I. The analogue holds for Def. 13.3 [13.4]. 
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7 = 7'(u)ù) renders (11.6) an equation of the form (2.2)i in which the {functional) 
parameter u is C0-[BVC0-] semicontrollahle — see ftn. 2. 

Note that Defs. 2.1-3 imply assertions (a) and (0) below. 
(a) C°-semicontrollability implies ÏÏVC°-semicontrollability; and the former [latter] 

follows from C°-[BVC0-] controllability. 
(0) The 1-dimensional C°-semicontrollability of the parameter y in the SHE 

(11.6) implies y s 1-dimensional J$VC°-semicontrollability; and the former [latter] 
follows from y's 1-dimensional C°-[BVC0-] controllability. 

Now consider the C3-transformation x^ = X * (x*> t) ((R = 1,..., 91) of x = (q>7) 
into the system x* = (q*> 7*) of Lagrangian co-ordinates for L , which has the form 
given by the first two of the equalities 

(13.2) q = q(q*,7,t), y = 7(7*); q* = q*(q,7>t), 7* = 7* (7) 

and is invertible by means of (13.2)3^. Such transformations form a group G. 
Theor. 13.1 - Consider the (\ -• ^-transform (11.6)* of the SHE (11.6) — see 

(13.2). The 1-dimensional C°-semicontrollability of the functional parameter y in (11.8) 
is equivalent to the one ofy* in (11.6)* (3). 

Indeed any C3-path 7(-):£}->[R for (11.6) is transformed by (13.2)4 into a 
C3-path 7*(-) : Û - R for (11.6)*. 

Now identify (11.6) with (7.1)i where z = (q,p), and (11.6)* with (13.3)i below. 

(13.3) z* = *(t,7*,z*,7*), z*(t) = z* = (q*,p*) (z*(-) = (q*(-),P*(-)))-

By regarding 7= y(') = 7[u(-)H7* = 7*(0 = 7*[u(-)]l problem, (7.1) [(13.3)i_2] is 
transformed by (13.2)i_2 into problem (13.4)i_2 [(13.4)3V| below. 

z = ^[ t ,7(u) ,z ,7 / (u)ù] , z(t) = z; 
(13.4) 

z* = * [t, 7* (u), z*, 7* ' (u) Ù], z* (t) = z*. 

As far as the (x -* x*)-transform p* ( • ) of p ( • ) is concerned, let us note that, since 
(13.4)i is (11.6) for 7 = 7(-) and (11.6)i is equivalent to (11.4)i, p(-) is thus express
ed in terms of q(• ) , q(• ) , u(• ), and u(• ) . Likewise — (13.4)3 being, say, (11.6)* for 
7* = 7*(-) — relation (11.4)* for 7* = 7*(«) expresses p*(-) in terms of 
q* ( ' ) (= q*(u, •))> q*(-), u(-)> and ù ( - ) . Furthermore, by (13.2), 

(13.5) q*(u,t) - q*[q(u,t),7(u(t)),t], **(u) - 7*[7(u)]. 

By the considerations above, given problem (13.4)i_2, its (x -* x*)-transform (13.4)3-4 
— and in particular z* = (q*, p*) — is completely determined. Furthermore note that 
from (11.4)* for 7* = 7*(u), we only see that p*(*) is continuous; however we can 

(3) The analogues of Theor. 13.1 for BVC°-semicontrollability or C°-, BVC°, or ^-con
trollability hold. But it is convenient to derive them as straightforward consequences of Cor
ollary 14.2. This holds especially for the last three analogues. 
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assert that this p* ( • ) is in C1 because if we introduced it as a part of the solution 
z*(u, •) = (q*(-)>P*(-)) of problem (13.4)3^, since (13.4)3 is (11.6)*, (11.4)? would 
hold again and z* (u, • )€C1. 

At this point it is clear that by our assumptions, which are symmetric with 
respect to (11.6) and (11.6)*, the entities t, ù, x, v, A, A', and 11 satisfy condition 
(*i) [(a2)] in Def. 2.1 (related to problem (13.4)i_2) iff t, ù, z*, v, A, A', and 11 satisfy 
its analogue, say (af) [(a?)] for problem (13.4)3-4. 

Now assume the 1-dimensional C°-semicontrollability of the parameter y in 
(11.6). In order to deduce the one of the parameter 7* in (11.6)*, choose the C3-path 
7 : Q -* RM (where Q is a bounded segment) arbitrarily; and regard (13.4)3 [(13.4)i] as 
obtained from (11.6)* [(11.6)] by replacing 7*[7] with 7*(-) [7(7*(•))]• 

Assume that t, û, z*, ..., 11 satisfy conditions (a*) and (a*), so that t, û, z, ..., 11 
satisfy conditions (ai) and (a2) in Def. 2.1. Then the above 1-dimensional 
C°-semicontrollability assumption implies, by Def. 13.3, the C°-semicontrollabili-
ty of the parameter u in the ODE (13.4)i, so that by Def. 13.1 condition (Q) there 
holds. 

Assume that u, ui, u2,... € 11 and (i) llui - ullo -* 0, so that (ii) 
llq(ui,-) - q(u,-)llo->0 by (Q). Since the transformation (13.2) is C3, (i), (ii), and 
(13.5)i, imply that llq* (uÌ5 • ) - q* (u, • )ll0 -* 0. Hence by the arbitrariness of u, Ui, u2, 
..., q*(u,•) satisfies condition (Q) in q(u,•). Then, by Def. 13.1, the parameter u is 
C°-semicontrollable in (13.4)3. By the arbitrariness of y*(-), the parameter 7* is 
1-dimensionally semicontrollable in (16.6)*. Thus a half of the theorem is proved, 
the remaining half holds by symmetry. 

q.e.d. 

N 14 - Equivalence of the l-dimensional BYC0-semicontrollability of the parameter y 
in the SHE (11.6) with e.g. its JSVC0<ontrollability, via the linearity in y( = 7(u)u) 
o/(11.6). An invariance property of this linearity. 

Theor. 14.1 - Assume that (i) the ODE (2.2)i with z = (q,p) is the SHE (11.6) 
with 7 = 7(ii) (and 7 = 7'(u)u) as in N 13) and (ii) the parameter u in it is 
BVC°-semicontrollable. Then (2.2)i is at most linear in ù . 

Proof. Remember the proof of Theor. 3.1 — which is the analogue of Theor. 14.1 for 
BVC°-controllability —, where the assumption of u's BVC°-controllability is 
mentioned only below (3.8). In that proof the version (2.3) of (2.2) is referred to; 
and as an hypothesis for reduction ad absurdum it is assumed that (a) fw (x, v) j* 
0 for some (x, v) € V, the domain 3Df off (where x = (t, u, z)). 

An ro > 0 with B((x,v,),r0) C V is considered, and for the sake of simplicity it 
is assumed that t = 0. The control (ue>a(*) = )ue(*) is defined by (3.3)i for c > 0 and 
all a€ (0,ro), and (b) its limit for e -» 0 + is noted to be (uoa(t) s ) u o ( t ) s û + v t . The 
solution ye(-) (on IR) — see (3.5) — of Cauchy problem (3.4) and the maximal solu
tion xe ( • ) of Cauchy problem (2.3) with u = u€ ( • ) are also considered for e ^ 0. 
Furthermore inequalities (3.8) are deduced. 

At this point, to prove Theor, 14.1, note that by the assumed BVC°-
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semicontrollability of the parameter u in (2.3)i, — see Def. 13.2 —, there is 
some b > 0 such that (c) for all x, A, A', and CU, conditions (ai) to (a3) in Def 2.1-2 
imply condition (Û) in Def 13.2. 

Below (3.8) the analogue of (c) for condition (A) in Def. 2.1 is asserted; but all 
deductions after this analogue and before the sentence including (3.13), are also valid 
on the basis of the present hypotheses. 

Thus, for any 77 € (0, |^(x)|) — see (3.1) and ftn. 3 in [1] I — there are some 
ri € (0, r0) 0(0, b), r2 € (0, n), r € (0, r2/r/), and e0 i 0, such that 

{à) for a = ri and 0<€<e 0 w have that [0,r] Ç 3Dxe(.)03Dxo<.); 

and - see (3.12) and below (3.11) and (3.12) -

(14.1) xc (t), ye (t) € B (x, r2/2) for t € [0, r], 0 < e < e0, and a = n . 

From now on let xe ( • ) [ye ( • )] denote the restriction to [0, r] of the function 
denoted by xe(-)[y€(-)] so far; and set <!! = {ue(-))oses€o again. Thus conditions 
(ai) to (a3) in Defs. 2.1-2 hold again (for a = n). Hence, by Def. 13.2, the 
BVC°-semicontrollability of the parameter u in (2.3)i implies the first of the rela
tions 

(14.2) lim llqe( • ) - q0( • )ll0 = 0, lim llx£( • ) - * > ( • )Ho = 0, (x = (t,u,q,p)), 

while the assumptions in Theor. 3.1 imply (3.13), i.e. (14.2)2. The deduction of 
(3.14-15) is independent of (14.2)i, and it is valid here; the same holds for the deduc
tion of the assertion involving (3.15)2, which obviously implies that 

(e) there is an ei € (0, e0) such that, for a = ri and r0 = r/2 

(14.3) lxe(t)-Xo(t)l >(a 2 l 7 (x) l - i j ) t > 0 Vt€[r0 ,r] Ve€(0,ei). 

Hence (14.2)2 is false. Furthermore, since (14.2)2 follows from the condition 

(14.4) lim IX C (T ) -X 0 (T ) I = 0 , 

this is also false. Setting (f) x«(-) = &(•)»*.( ') . q*(-)»P.(0) (0 < e < e,), (2.4) yields (g) 
x e ( t ) s t and i,(t) «11,(1)Ve€[0,e,]. Furthermore, by (b), (h) llue(-) - uo(-)Ho-0. 
Hence by (14.2)i the falsity of (14.4) implies the one of the relation 
IPeW - po(r)l -»0. Then, for some g€(0,r2/2) and some (strictly) decreasing se
quence €i, e2, — (ei < eo) the first two of the relations 

(14.5) 6i -> 0, e < I p„(r) - po(r) I < r2/2 

hold. The third follows from (14.1). By (14.5)2.3 pei(r)€K = DB(p0(T),ro/2) - ê(p0,e), 
a compact set. Hence for some p ' € K and some strictly increasing sequence 
r H ir,p(r) -» p ' , where p(r)(-) =?,,(•)M i = i,(r 6 N*). Then, by (14.2)! and (f) to (h) 

(14.6) x(r) (T) -» (T, UO(T), q0(T), p ') where x(r) ( • ) = xe( • ) for e = eir (r 6 IN*). 
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Then 

(14.7) limllx ( r )(.)~xo ,(-)llo=0, 

where (i) xo(-) = (xo(-),Uo('),qo{'),po(-)) solves near r, and for the sake of simplici
ty in [0, r], the Cauchy problem 

(14.8) x = f(x,u), x(r) = (r,uo(T),qo(r),p') — see (f) to (g) — for u = u0(-)-

Since p ' ^ Po(T),(^qo(*) ** qo(')- I*1 fact otherwise we had q0'(-) = qo(-) and hence 
po'(-) = po(-)- By (14.7), (f), and (i), llq<a(-) - qo'(-)Ho->0; hence (t) implies the falsi
ty of the relation llq(r>(-) - qo(')Ho~* 0. Then the relation (14.2)i, deduced above, is 
also false. By this contradiction hypothesis (a) is false, i.e. the function f(x,v) of x 
and v, is linear in v. Therefore equation (2.2)i is (at most) linear in ù. 

By Corollary 6.1 and assertion (a) below Def. 13.3, Theor. 14.1 implies the 
following 

Corollary 14.1 - If (2.2)i with z = (q,p) denotes the SHE (11.6) with y = Y(U), 
then its linearity in u, the BVC°-, C°-, and £x-controllabilities of u in it, and the 
BVC° and C°-$emicontrollabilities of u in (2.2)i are six mutually equivalent condi
tions. 

Since the linearity mentioned in Corollary 14.1 holds for every (admissible) 
choice of 7(-)(€C3) iff (11.6) is linear in u, by Defs. 7.1 and Defs. 13.3-4 Corollary 
14.1 implies the following 

Corollary 14.2 - The linearity of the SHE (11.6) in 7, the 1-dimensional BVC°-, 
C°-, and St1-controllabilities of the {functional M-dimensional) parameter y in (11.6), 
and its 1-dimensional BVC°- and C°-semicontrollabilities are six mutually equivalent 
conditions. 

By Theor. 13.1, the mutual equivalence of the first and sixth among the condi
tions considered in Corollary 14.2, implies the following. 

Corollary 14.3 - The linearity in y of the SHE (11.6) is invariant under the 
transformations of the form (13.2) 1.2. 

This corollary has an essential application in the proof of one among the 
(relatively) most important theorems in [2] (Theor. 10.1) (4). 

(4) The author's original (unpublished) proof of Corollary 14.3 showed directly, by means 
of several calculations, that the conditions (11.8) and 

(a) d3C}h/dyQ dyodyr = 0 (Q, a, 7= 1, ...,M) — see (11.6)3 

are invariant under any transformation q = q(q,7,t), 7 = 7(7,t) (slightly more general than 
(13.2)i.2). Their invariance under transformations (13.2)i_2 follows from Corollary 14.3, because 
by Theor. 11.1 those conditions are equivalent to the linearity of (11.6)1.2, in 7. 
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N 15 - Semi-fitness for jumps. Its equivalence to e.g. fitness for jumps. 
The "minimal requirement" ((R) below (9.2), in Part II, which follows from the 

subsequent "natural requirements" (a) and (b), is considered in N 9 as compulsory in 
many situations, to regard the parameter u in the ODE (9.1)i as fit for jumps. When 
the SHE (11.6) with y = -y(u) is equivalent to (2.2)i — hence by (2.4), problem (2.2) 
is equivalent to (2.3) — and problem (2.3) has the form (9.1) — i.e. (2.2)i is a 
polynomial in ù —, some intuitive reasons are given in N 9 for the compulsory 
character of ((R), through those for condition (i) in ((R) and requirement (b) below 
(9.3) - see ftn. 3 in N 9. 

The above compulsory character might fail to be evident at first sight. In order 
to strengthen it or to render it quite evident, Theor. 15.2 will be proved, which by 
Corollary 14.2 and Theor. 15.1 below implies, among other things, the equivalence 
hinted at in the title. Theor. 15.2 is useful for the above purpose, in that it is based 
on Def. 15.1 below, which aims at introducing a requirement (CR')> which is 
substantially weaker than ((R) and, roughly speaking, is to (61) (taken together with 
some consequences of (a) and (b) in N 9) as e.g. C°-semicontrollability is to (^-con
trollability. 

Def 15.1 - In case the SHE (11.6) with y = -y(u) is espressed by (2.2)i and problem 
(2.3), (practically) equivalent to (2.2), has the form (9.1), / say that the parameter u in 
(2.3)i or (2.2)i is semifit for jumps if (a) for every x = (t,u, z) = (t,u,q,p) € V, there are 
some òi(> 0), To, and Ti with T0 < t < Ti, such that condition (i) in ((R) (below (9.2)) 
holds, and (fi) for every e > 0 with [t - e, t + e] £ [t0, Ti] and B (x, e) C V, there is 
some ò € (0, òi) such that, first 

(15.1) Ijl <ô=^qT j(t)€B(q,€)(C[RN)Vt€[t,t + €]vT€(t,e), 

where x(uTj, • ) = (x ( • ), uTj( • ), qTj( • ), PTJ( • )) solves problem (9.1) in A€ = [t - €, t + e] for 
u = u-rj(-) = UT(-)>UT(') being the function defined by (9.2) in A€ for v(t) s u ( v = 0); 
and second, for some r\ € (0, e) 

Jim llqTj(-) - qTo(-)ll^ = 0 ( T - t > 0), 

llf(-)H^=SUp{lf(t)l I t < t < t + 7j}. 

Let us note that the difference between the present point of view and the one 
of Part II can be characterized by means of (15.1) in that the replacement of 
qTj(t)€B(q,ri) in (15.1) with (qTj(-)> PTJ(-)) é B(q,ri) x B(p,ri) renders the whole 
Def. 15.1 conforming with the latter point of view. 

Furthermore note that UTO ( = V (t) S ù) is continuous, and requirement (a) in N 
9 implies the continuity of qTj(-)s jump w. r. t., j . By considering this continuity 
(not only pointwise but) in some small interval [t, t + 77], relation (15.2), condition 
(fi) above, and hence the whole Def. 15.1 are strongly justified (without the need of 
additional intuitive considerations — such as those in the last two lines of ftn. 3 in 
N 8 — connected with the condition p-rj(t) € B (p, n) ) . 
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By Corollary 14.1, the BVC°-semicontrollability of the parameter u in equation 
(2.2)i, or (2.3)i, is equivalent to its ^-controllability (and to the linearity of (2.2)i 
in u); hence the following theorem obviously holds. 

Theor. 15.1 - The BVC°-semicontrollability of the parameter u in the SHE (11.6) 
with y = -y(u), implies its semi-fitness for jumps. 

Next theorem allows, among other things, to invert the above one. 
Theor. 15.2 - Assume that (a) the SHE (11.6) with 7 = y(u) is expressed by (2.2)i 

while problem (2.3), equivalent to (2.2) for x = (t, u, z) = (t, u, q, p), has the 
{polynomial) form (9.1), and (b) the parameter u in it is semifit for jumps. Then equa
tion (9.1)i or (2.2)i is linear in u . 

Indeed fix any x = (t,u, q,p)€ V. By (b) and Def. 15.1, for some ôi(> 0),To,Ti, 
and e(> 0), A€ = [ t - e , t + e] ç [T0,Ti],(c)B(x,6e) C V, and we have conditions (0) 
in Def. 15.1 and (i) in ((R) (below 9.2). By (/3) in Def. 15.1, for some ô€(0,ôi) and 
r/€(0,e), (15.1-2) hold. 

Step 1 - Condition (ii) in ((R) — and hence ((R) in N 9 — holds. 
In fact assume that Step. 1, i.e. (ii) in N 9, is false. Then, since the falsity of 

(9.3) for r = f (>0) implies the one for any r € (0,f), 
(7) there is some r€(0, e) such that (d) B(x, 5r) C V,(e)Ar £ [To,Ti], and for all 

ò € (0, ôi) and T2 € (t, Ti) H (t, 14- r) we can choose some j € ( — ô, ô), T € (t, T2), and 
t ' €(t ,T)/òr which — remembering the definitions of UTJ(-) and x(uTj,-) below (15.1), 
and that x (UTJ, • ) exists by condition (i) in ((R) — we have 

(15.3) xTj(t')jÉ B(x,3r) with xTj(-) = x(uTv) = (xTj(0,M0,qTi(-)>PTi(-)). 

Now consider the sequence rh = rh"1 for h = 4, 5, ..., so that 3rh < r . Then, by 
condition (/5) in Def. 15.1 and (e), 

(ô) for any h > 3, there are some ôh € (0, ôi) and 9lh € (t, Ti), for which 

(15.4) qTj(t) € B (q, rh) Vt € [t, t + e] Vj € ( - ôh, ôh) VT € (t, 9lh). 

By (7) there are some j h € (0, ôh) fi (0, rh), Th€(t ,9lh)n(t , t + rh), and th€(t,Th) such 
that 

(15.5) xThjh (thO Ì B (x, 3 r) (0 < th' - 1 < rh, I j h I < rh, rh = r /h) . 

Furthermore, by (15.4), (15.4)i holds for T = Th, j = jh, and t = th'. Hence (since 
lth'-tl + Iu(th0-ûl + lqTj(thO-ql < 3 r h < r ) 

(15.6) pThih(thOjé B(p,r) (h = 4,5, ...). 

Then, by the continuity of the solution xTj(-) of Cauchy problem (9.1) in Ae = [t - e, t + e], 
for some th € (t, th) 

(15.7) pi = DpTlJh (th) € K = DB (p, 2 r) - Ê (p, r) (h > 3) 

while, by (15.4) 

5. - RENDICONTI 1988, vol. LXXXO, fase. 3. 
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(15.8) qh* = qThJh (th) € B (q, rh) (h > 3). 

Since K is compact, some subsequence [p*r} of [pì] converges to some point p '€K; 
and by (15.8) and (15.5)5, q$-+ q. Thus by (15.5)2.5 and (15.7)3 

(15.9) lim (th,û + j h , qï,Ph% = hr = (t, Û, q,p') ^ (f,Û, q,p). 
r-»oo 

By (d), i.e. B(x,5r) C V, general theorems on ODEs imply the existence of 
some f €[0,r;] such that, for all f €[t, t + f] and all x = (f,û,q,p)€Ë(x,4r), setting 
v(t) s û , in Ag we have the solution x(v,x,-) = (x (•),v(-),q(-),p(-)) of (9.1) for 
u = v ( • ), with the initial condition x (!) = x. Let us set v(r) = v(r) (t) s û + j h r 

and xr(-) = (x(-)>v(r)(.),q(r)(.),p(r)(.)) = x(v(r),x,-) for x = (th,v(r)(th),q2;p2) with 
h = hr, andx ' ( - ) = (x( - )>v ,q ' ( - ) ,p ' (0) = x(v,x,-) for x = (t ,û,q,p /) and v(t) = 
Û. Furthermore l lv w -v l l f ->0 (llfllf = llfllg + llf'IIS). Then, by '(15.9)i, since 
lv ( r )(thr)- ûl < jhr, 

(15.10) llx(r)(.) - x ' ( - ) l l f ^ 0 , hence | |qw(.) - q'(.)Hf - 0 . 

Remembering (15.3)2-3 and that uT0(t) s v ( t ) s û V t 6 [ t , t + f ] , we see that (f) the 
set S = ( t€( t , t + f) I qTo^')^ q'(t)} is dense in [t,t, + f ] . In fact, if qTo(-) and q'(-) 
coincided on some open subset of [t,t + f ] , then the same would hold for q-ro(-) and 
q ^ - ) , and hence for pT0(-) and p ' ( - ) ; t n e n xTO(t) = x ' ( t )v t€[0 , f], so that 
p = p-ro(t) = p ' (t) = p ' , in contrast with (15.9)2. 

By (f), S & 0 and (g) qTo(t') ^ q ^ t ' ) for some t ' € [ t , t+ f ] . Furthermore q(r)(t) 
= qTj(t) with T = thr and j = jhrVt € [T,t + f ] ; and th r€(t,t') for r large. Hence, by 
(15.2), lq (r)(t')-qTo(t')l "• 0; and by (15.10)2 Iqir(t0 — q ' ( t ' ) ' "^ 0, which is incom
patible with (g). By this absurd consequence of the falsity of condition (ii) in ((R), we 
can assert the truth of (ii), and hence that Step 1 holds. 

Now assume that (2.3) has the form (9.1) with v ^ 1. Then we can deduce (9.5-6) 
again; and for v > 1 this is incompatible with condition (ii) above. Therefore v = 1, 
i.e. (2.3)i, and hence (2.2)i, is linear in û. 

q.e.d. 
Theors 15.1-2 and Corollary 14.2 imply the following 

Corollary 15.1 — Assumption (a) in Theor. 15.2 implies that (1) the semifitness for 
jumps of the parameter u in (9.1)i, Le. the SHE (11.6) with y = 7(11), (2) u's fitness for 
jumps — see Def 10.1—, and (3) the linearity of (9.1)i w.r.t. û are three mutually 
equivalent conditions. 

N.16 — On the Vdimensional semifitness for jumps of the M-dimensional functional 
parameter 7 in the SHE (11.6). 

Def 16J — Consider the SHE (11.6). / say that the {M-dimensional functional) 
parameter 7 in it is 1-dimensionally semifit for jumps if for every {admissible) C3-path 
y{-), the scalar parameter u is semifit for jumps in equation (11.6) with 7 = 7(u) {and 
7=7'(u)ù) . 
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Theor. 16.1 — If {Où) the Lagrangian forces Qh = Qh(t, q, 7, p, 7) — see (11.7) — are 

polynomials in 7, then the 1-dimensional semifitness of the parameter 7 in the SHE (11.6), 

7 ' s 1-dimensional fitness for jumps there — see Defi 10.1 — and the linearity o/(11.6) 

w.r.t. y are three mutually equivalent conditions. 

In fact, by assumption (a), for every admissible C3-path 7(- ) the SHE (11.6) with 

7 = 7(u) is equivalent to an instance of the ODE (9.1)i, i.e. assumption (a) in Theor. 

15.2 holds. Then, by Corollary 15.1, the three conditions in its consequent are mutual

ly equivalent, for every choice of 7(-) . Furthermore the validity of the first [last] 

among those conditions for every choice of y('), is equivalent to the first [last] among 

the three conditions, say Ci to C3, mentioned in the consequent of Theor. 16.1, by 

Def. 15.1 [by the forms z = $ (t, z, 7,7) and z = $ (t, z, 7(u), 7' (u) û) taken by equation 

(11.6) for z = (q,p) before and after the replacement 7 -• 7(-) respectively]. Then Cor

ollary 15.1 implies the mutual equivalence of conditions O and C3. The mutual 

equivalence of conditions O and C2 follows from Theor. 10.2. 

q.e.d. 
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